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ABSTRACT 
 
 Inter vehicle communication (IVC) attracts a great attention by all the possible stakeholders namely: the car 
manufacturers, researchers, scientists, policy makers and public to create a safer driving environment. It can 
enhance the capability for the driver to make the decision properly and hence improve road safety and 
efficiency. Currently, there are different aspects of focus on the IVC technologies in the market namely on 
securing a safe and error free communication environment, technology deployment cost and state-of-the-art 
sensors. However, due to different protocol and standards, technology deployment cost, reliability and security, 
the IVC project were to left at the laboratory and ideal environment testing. This paper was to focus on leverage 
various sensors namely IR sensors, active RFID and CMOS Camera to detect, pre-inform, signal and inform the 
drivers over road condition and the coordinate of the nearby car. It involved two parameters which are nearby 
car’s driver notification and driver assistance. This simulation detected the white line beside the road and 
informed the driver on the road condition. The data was processed in digital form and informed the car driver in 
form of increase beeping frequency, text display and gentle voice reminder. In the future, this system focuses on 
immediate capture the image before accident happen and through the GSM 3G standards to send the image 
contained the location of the car to the nearby paramedic team and the authority to dispatch the team in no time.  
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Introduction 
 
 Inter Vehicle Communication, IVC is an important component of inter transportation system. It enables the 
drivers to communicate with the nearby drivers on the road condition. Hence, information gather through IVC 
can improves road safety and efficiency (Luo and Hubaux, 2004; Hannan et al., 2010a). IVC could break down 
into three main categories which are communication technology; system and sensor; and vehicle controlling and 
platooning methods. There is none a singular wireless communication for vehicular application can fit all the 
application (Luo and Hubaux, 2004). The current challenges in inter vehicle communication include cost of the 
technology, Quality of Service and Availability (Holfelder, 2004). However, Cost of the technology is the main 
concerned on the decision of technology to be employed. System and sensor of the vehicle determined the 
methodology used to acquired data for inter vehicle communication (Hannan et al., 2010b). Many technologies 
have been employed and put into testing. However, there are a lot of limitations and technology deficiency to be 
refine especially integration of various technology put into work (Hannan et al., 2006; Aini Hussain et al., 
2006). Development of Driving support system ASV-3 by Masayoshi Ito, leverage on the GPS location and the 
Human machine interface to notify the driver on the location and direction of the incoming car using different 
level of notification. Leverage on the GPS system had issues/ deficiency in terms of node interpretation and 
sensitivity of the location of the car. GPS system took the radius of 5 meter to 20 meter as a node. So, incoming 
vehicle that entering or nearby to the node, perceived as a single location. Hence, it caused great errors on data 
gathering. Besides, GPS also had the issues of inconsistent signal reception because it affected by bad weather, 
trees and buildings. Vehicle to vehicle live video streaming architecture is developed by Guo et al. (2005), 
leverage on V3 which are vehicles to vehicles video streaming in order for sharing road information with the 
nearby vehicles to achieve driver assistance and safety application (Hannan et al., 2011). However, this method 
limited by high cost base station development, high maintenance cost and required state-of-the-art mobile ad 
hoc communication. LED location beacon based on digital image processed by Grantham KH pang, Hugh H.S 
Liu, leverage on the LED location to determine and processed the current location of the vehicle with the 
vehicle positioning system such as GPS and inertial navigation system. This system was at the initial stage of 
testing where the main problem was the line of sight of the LED light. The digital image processing system 
processed the location of the car if the car fell on the line of sight of the LED light. Another issue is regarding 
the high cost of LED lamp. Inter Vehicle Communication protocol for cooperatively capturing and sharing 
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intersection video is developed by by Kotani et al. (2008), in which it is proposed a capturing and sharing of the 
video provide a live bird’s-eye-view video at the intersection. This method had a great challenge for the vehicle 
intelligent system to perceive and interpret the current car location with the nearby car at the intersection. 
Besides, the system required the target car to sending a beaconing signal to the nearby car caused delay to the 
overall live view system. Wireless video multicast posed a great challenge at tactical edge due to issues of 
higher packet loss ratio, bandwidth variations and the heterogeneity of the user (Ghanadran et al., 2008). RFID 
tags, its positioning principle and localization techniques is developed by Bouet and Santos (2008), leverage on 
the radio frequency identification system to position, identify and localize the location of object which can 
further implement in the inter vehicle communication. The disadvantage of RFID system was it required state-
of-the-art RFID reader to read the tag on the other car especially using the various localize protocol to detect the 
location and distance. This paper focuses on leverage on the various sensor systems namely: RFID system, 
Infrared line detecting system and CMOS camera to act as driver assistance and nearby car notification using 
series transceiver KYL200U sending data in digital bit for safety application. The usage of CMOS camera was 
due to its high availability; reliability; low cost and sensitivity. The signal processed in 3 bit digital data so that 
it had less significant delay processed issue, erroneous data and required less sophisticated communication 
protocol. The purpose of RFID was to identify and detect the car nearby to the target identify car. Infrared line 
detect system was to detect the present car location and as backup sensor in case of CMOS camera failure, low 
visibility environment or erroneous signal.  
 Inter vehicle communication aim to provide a solution to the twentieth-century negative legacy of traffic 
accidents and congestion (Tsugawa, 2005; Hannan et al., 2008). In Malaysia, the total number of road accident 
increase from 24581 cases in 1974 to 328264 cases in 2005 reaching more than 1235% over 30 years (Mustafa, 
2005); at the same time, the total number of register vehicle at 1980 was 97,762 reach 552,316 at 2005. From 
the Table 1, the number of road accidents also coherent with the number of increase of total registered number 
of car. In the future; believe that with the rising trend of population which currently rated at 7 billion of 
population at October 2011.  
 
Table 1: Yearly Comparison of Traffic Accidents (2005-2009). 

Accident 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Fatal 5,623 5,719 5,672 5,974 6,218 
Serious injury 7,600 7,373 7,384 7,019 6,978 
Light injury 25,905 15,596 13,979 12,893 12,072 
Damage only 289,136 312,564 336,284 347,185 372,062 
Total 328,264 341,252 363,319 373,071 397,330 

 
 Increasing population and hence the number of car, posed a great challenge to all nation in the 21th century 
especially to all those developed country including Malaysia. Developing countries account for 85% of car 
accident death and 90% of Disability adjusted life years (DALYs) lost because of road traffic injured 
(Worley,2006) Hence, inter vehicle communication was paramount to provide solution to the road safety to 
extend the viewing horizon of the car driver.  
 
Background of Inter Vehicle Communication: 
 
 Inter Vehicle Communication draw an intense interest from the Europe, US and Japan since the early 1980. 
The Association of Electronic Technology for Automobile Traffic and Driving (now Japan Automobile 
Research Institute) pioneering the research treated inter vehicle communication primarily as traffic and driver 
information systems incorporated in ATMS/ATIS(Advanced Traffic Management Systems/ Advanced Traveler 
Information Systems) (Tsugawa, 2005). In the later stage, the research applies as driver assistance and 
automated driving systems incorporated in AVCSS (Advanced Vehicle Control and Safety Systems). From 
1990 through 2000, automated platooning system such as California’s PATH (Partner for Advanced Transit and 
Highways) (Holfelder, 2005)  and the EU’s Chauffeur as well as cooperative driving system in Japan, made 
automated vehicle platooning a reality through the transmission of data, such as vehicle position, heading 
direction and coordinate to the surrounding vehicle.  
 
System Development: 
 
 Driver drives their vehicles in three sequential steps recognize, decision and action (Ito, 2007). This system 
works with three main parts as shown in Fig. 1. The first part interfaced all the sensors and calibration. This 
RFID sensor functioned as nearby car identification and established communication protocol. IR sensor was to 
detect the white line within the car road path using digital bit and act as present location detection. CMOS 
camera was to detect the distance of white line correspond to the future possible path of the car and possible 
potential obstacles in front of the car.  
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Fig. 1: System Interface. 
 
 The second part of works were determined and established the controlling mechanism and protocol using 
PIC 16F877A. The 8 bit digital data directly interfaced and connected to the PORT B of the PIC 16F877A. The 
CMOS camera captured moving picture analyzed with on board computer unit using Roborealm environment. 
This involved coding to change the moving picture to grey scale to detect the white line beside the road. The 
processed data which contain the location of the car send to the PIC 16F877A microcontroller. This system 
exploits on the servo motor controlling module available in Roborealm environment to control the Futaba Servo 
motor. Hardware Implementation include connecting the computer and PIC 16F877A with a RS232 
receiver/connector through the chip MAX 232 parallel to series converter. Active RFID used to identify the 
identity of the nearby car to establish the communication between the drivers using beaconing single-hop 
method. The digital signals consist of 3 bit used to inform the near-by car driver in the occasion of pre-event 
danger.  
 The third part consist of sent data/ payload and established inter vehicle communication. The data encoded 
into three bit to informed the nearby car as well as driver assistance. The data displayed in forms of different 
frequency beeping, text display and gentle warning notification.  
 This prototypes start with building two small automated racing cars as the target system. From Fig. 2, once 
initiate the car which together with the active RFID antenna caused the RFID detected the nearby RFID tag in 
the range up to 2km. Once detected the tag nearby the car, the system unique ID matched and counter checked 
with the register ID inside the system. The register ID was stored in the Temp folder inside the on-board 
processing unit. A signal sent to the nearby car for the nearby car driver to authorize the communication 
between the cars. After the protocol which includes the current location of the nearby car been identified, it 
activated the CMOS camera system and the Infrared sensor. CMOS sensor was fixed at the front dash board of 
the car while the IR sensor was fixed right at the bottom of the car. CMOS camera was used to determine the 
future path of the white line of the road and the IR sensor was to determine the current location of the white line 
under the car. Hence the signal processed according to the location is provided in Table 2. If there was any error 
detected; for example two bit of digital IR input received simultaneously, the system interpreted as an error and 
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request the system to acquire again the data. If there is no error detected, the signal send to the respective car 
through the transceiver KYL 200U. The send signal bit was encoded into different beeping frequency to inform 
the nearby car. The system continued to loop and send the signal to the nearby car until received a request to 
leave the communication system. The system looped back to its initial condition identified the nearby RFID car 
tag.  

 
 
Fig. 2: System Architecture of Inter Vehicle communication. 
 
Table 2: Digital output. 

000 No beep Safe condition 
001 200 Hz 200ms A car approach your side 
010 500 Hz 200ms Your car approach other car 
011 5000 Hz 200ms Danger: moving into others lane; obstacle in front 
100 Left. Please turn your car slight Left Slightly Left 
101 Left. Please turn your car great Left Greatly Left 
110 Right. Please turn your car slight right Slightly right 
111 Right. Please turn your car great right Greatly Right  

 
Result and Discussion 
 
 This system simulated using Roborealm image processing software. CMOS camera was fixed at Freescale 
racing car at the Left front wheel of the car. The car started at the left lane. The moving image captured used 
format of 640 x 320 pixels. The image processed using RGB color filter to detect the gray feature and changing 
the whole picture into grey scale. From the grey scale, various techniques was used such as smooth hull, 
normalize and convex hull to clearly derive the white line location. Then, the center of point of the picture is 
derived by divide the IMAGE_HEIGHT and IMAGE _WIDTH by 2. The center point was showed as a red 
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point in Fig. 3a. Then, the distance between the center of gravity cog x and cog y with the center of picture 
determined. The result was showed at the right top corner. Using if statement module, we can programmed the 
system with various conditions triggering module. From Fig. 3b, if the car was moving slightly right or the road 
is bending toward left (250<total distance<300), the system had a gentle beeping of 500 Hz and 200 ms, the 
panel indication: Left, Please turn left and informing the driver using robotic Microsoft Anna- speaking English. 
From Fig. 3c, If the car was moved into the left lane/or the road was turned into right (total distance less than 
100); the system indicated the car to move into the right lane together with the gentle beeping, panel indication 
and robotic voice. From Fig. 3d, if the camera losses track of the white line, it indicated with a high pitch (5000 
Hz 200ms) indication to signature of the possible out of lane and the word indication: Danger, Please observe 
the road. This system may use as obstacles detection. If there is possible obstacle detected, the system automatic 
issued the aforementioned signal to alert the car driver. The 8 bit digital infrared system can be possible to track 
the current location of the car; prompted by the microcontroller as a backup sensor to detect the current location 
of white line. All the possible car information stored in the folder C: temp/variable.txt (Fig 3e) in the form of 
digital data according to the Table 2. This data send to the other car to inform the current location of the car. 
From Fig. 3e, the data stored then sent through the KYL 200U series transceiver unit (Fig 3f). 
 

         
 
Fig. 3: (a) checking white line beside road   (b) Indication of road turn left    (c) Indication of road turns right 
 

            
 
(d) Loss track of white line/obstacles    (e)  Data to be send          (f) KYL200U transceiver interface 
 
 There are issues with the light sensitivity on the car camera. CMOS, Complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor AVF 7.5 Mega piexels webcam was used. The issues on the CMOS camera was low light 
sensitivity. The Roborealm software change the picture into the grey scale and detecting the white portion. 
Hence, under the same road condition, camera midtones setting and light; the CCD, charge coupled device 
laptop build in camera (Fig. 4a) can detect more different piexel of colour and higher light intensity compare 
with CMOS camera (Fig 4b). CCD present excellent performance and image quality due to extremely low noise, 
low dark current, high quantum efficiency and fill factor (Blanc, 2001). However, CCD consumed a lot of 
power, 100 times greater than CMOS camera and the price of CCD normally more expensive than CMOS 
camera because it can be manufactured in any standard silicon production line. Freescale smart car operate on 
7.2 V low power nickel-cadmium battery; hence, CMOS camera most suitable with its low power consumption 
ability. However, it required a normal room brightness 200 LUX level in order to receive a good signal. For 
further implementation in night environment, a few LED required to place it right at in front the Left wheel of 
the car. Fig. 4c show the variation of cog area with respond to the filter minimum intensity. From the Figure 5c, 
we observed that when the value of minimum filter intensity getting smaller approach zero; the cog area 
increased further to maximum 2500. If the filter intensity got bigger approached two hundred, the cog area 
almost equal to zero. The cog area effective used to determine the sensitity of the CMOS camera towards 
detected the white line beside the road at different environment. When in the morning when the system had 
sufficient light intensity, the minimum filter value should decrease to prevent the erronous data detected. The 
erronous data perceived the reflected light from the wet surface of the road interpreted as the white line of the 
road. When in the night, the minimum filter value should be increased to derived more acurate data.  
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Fig. 4: (a) CCD histogram light intensity and level          Fig. 4: b) CMOS histogram light intensity and level 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: (c) Cog area responded with the variation of filter min intensity 
 
 The total distance over a specific distance been plotted. From the Fig. 5, we observed that; when the total 
distance less than 100 for the first 50ms period, the data to be send is 010 which correspond to: Your car 
approach other car. The data was saved in the temp folder under variable.txt as shown in Fig. 6. Then, the total 
distance between 100 to 250 was consider a safe distance which also correspond to the data of 000. If the total 
distance is more than 375, the data 011 which correspond to Danger, moving into other lane is issued. 011 data 
also mean there was obstacle in front and prompted the car driver to apply emergency brake. Data send in forms 
of voice warning and different beeping frequency helped the car driver to identify the road condition as well as 
provide some pre-inform event for the car nearby before the accident happen. It was especially useful for the car 
drivers who oftenly fell asleep esepcially in the high-way and for those drunk stricken drivers. This system 
come with an alternable high frequency pitch warning sound to acknowledge, pre-inform and warn the car 
drivers towards the possible danger. In future, this system are going to enhance with the car incident captured 
module. It acted like a black box system which able to capture the last image before the accident happen by 
detecting the vehicle sudden decrease of velocity. Hence, this image saved either in a ROM location and send 
through the on-board computer through email (Fig. 7) or send through the cloud storage system connected 
through the fast developed GSM 3G standard. The data which contains the last picture before accident happen 
and the location of that car send to the corresponding authority. The paramedics and authorities able to dispatch 
their team to the scene at the shortest time. Besides, it provides a better picture for the authorities, the insurance 
company and the family members get to know the actual root cause of the accident and prevent the hit and run 
case to happen.  
 

        
 
Fig. 5: Chart total distances correspond to center point.     Fig. 6: To be send digital data. 
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Fig. 7: Data and location send through email list.  Fig. 8: Infrared 8 bit digital design 
 
Conclusion: 
 
 This project, inter vehicle driving assistance system leverage on the CMOS camera, RFID and the IR sensor 
able to provide driving assistance as well as nearby car notification to increase road efficiency and safety. It 
tracked the white line beside the driving lane and issued a combinational of beeping warning, sound notification 
as well as wording display. It pre-informed the driver on the road condition as well as alerted the sleepy driver 
in the highways. In future, the system is going to focus on storing the image before the accident happen and 
disseminate the information to the nearby authority for the fastest and efficient help dispatched to the scene.  
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